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Abstract. In this research, we study the interference cancellation capa-
bilities of receivers and transmitters in multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) systems using theoretical calculations and numerical simula-
tions in Quadriga. We study so-called Reduced Channel Zero-Forcing
(RCZF) class of precoding as well as Minimum MSE Interference Rejec-
tion Combiner (MMSE-IRC) and QR Maximum Likelihood Detection
(QR-MLD) receivers. The precodings from the RCZF class are widely
used in practice and include for example Zero-Forcing (ZF), Regularized
Zero-Forcing (RZF) and Iteratively Weighted MMSE precodings asymp-
totically. Our theoretical and experimental results confirm that MMSE-
IRC and QR-MLD receivers in combination with the RCZF precoding
provide complete interference suppression asymptotically.

Keywords: Massive MIMO · Wireless Systems · Precoding ·

Interference · QR-MLD · MMSE-IRC · Generalized LSE

1 Introduction

Massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems are considered to be a
key component of fifth-generation (5G) networks [1,2,6,9,15], because they are
designed to serve many more users with a much higher overall bandwidth [11].
It has been proved [17,19] that a massive MIMO system can drastically increase
the spectral efficiency of the wireless channel. One of the reasons for this comes
from the fact that, as the number of transmitting antennae at the base station
(BS) grows, both inter-cellular and intra-cellular interference can be effectively
negated [3].

The first layer of MIMO system containing scheduling procedure also ad-
dresses the phenomenon of interference, and many useful algorithms of user
selection and resource allocation for the MIMO downlink have been investigated
in [16] (see also references therein). Scheduling techniques try to minimize the
interference taking into account geometrical alignment of users, but the residual
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inter-user interference is still significant. For proper detection at each user equip-
ment (UE), this residual interference must be suppressed by means of the second
layer of MIMO system. Furthermore, the first layer of MIMO system provides
the decision for rank selection of every UE, and it is up to the second layer again
to devise precoding with given user ranks.

A lot of effort has been put into developing precoding and detection methods
for multi-user MIMO systems [3–5,7,8,10,13,20,23,24]. In this paper, we intro-
duce the novel class of precoding called Reduced Channel Zero-Forcing (RCZF)
and study its properties. RCZF precoding generalizes known constructions such
as Eigen Zero-Forcing (EZF) [21]. In Section 2 we define necessary terms and
provide two descriptions of MIMO system suitable for our study. In Section 3 we
proceed to prove Theorem 1 which states that RCZF class precoding is capable
of eliminating interference while others are not. In Section 4 we provide detailed
description of two widespread detection schemes, namely Minimum MSE Inter-
ference Rejection Combiner (MMSE-IRC) [18,22] and QR Maximum Likelihood
Detection (QR-MLD) [14]. The theoretical part of this paper culminates in The-
orems 2 and 3 stating that these two detection schemes suppress interference
combined with RCZF precoding. In Section 5 we support all the claims of the
paper with Quadriga [12] based experiments and present their description and
graphical evidence. All necessary algebraic notations are given in Tab 1.

2 System Model

The multi-user multi-input multi-ouput (MU-MIMO) model is described by
the following linear system, where rk ∈ C

pk is a vector of detected symbols at
the k-th receiver, s ∈ C

p is a common vector of sent symbols, Hk ∈ C
qk×t is a

channel matrix of the k-th receiver, W ∈ C
t×p is a common precoding matrix,

Gk ∈ C
pk×qk is a detection matrix at the k-th receiver, and nk ∼ CN (0, Ipk

) is
a k-th receiver noise:

rk = Gk(HkWs+ nk).

In the MIMO system, it is possible to send several information symbols to a
multi-antenna user on a single physical resource. The number of such symbols
is called the rank of the k-th user and is denoted by pk, and p1 + · · · + pl = p

means the total number of layers. The constant t means number of transmitting
antennas on the base station, qk means number of receiving antennas of the k-th
user, where q1+ · · ·+ ql = q. We assume they are related as follows: pk 6 qk 6 t.

For our purposes, the following equivalent description of MIMO system will
be convenient (see Fig. 1). The noiseless linear MIMO system consists of three
sets of complex vector spaces: Sk — symbol spaces, A — antenna space, and
Uk — user spaces ; and of three sets of linear maps between them:Wk : Sk → A—
precoding, Hk : A → Uk — channel, and Gk : Uk → Sk — detection.

Note that precoding maps separate symbol spaces to the common antenna
space, channel maps common antenna space to separate user spaces, and detec-
tion is completely independent for each user, mapping separate user spaces to
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Fig. 1. Spaces and maps description of MIMO system.

separate symbol spaces. We also assume that channel maps Hk have full rank,
i.e., rkHk = dimUk = qk.

Noisy MIMO system is obtained by adding randomly distributed noise vec-
tors nk ∈ Uk. Roughly speaking, the goal of a MIMO system is to make GkHkWk

as close as possible to identity map (this is an effective signal addressed to the
user) and to make GkHkWj for j 6= k as close as possible to zero map (this is
interference with the signal intended for other users).

Definition 1. We say that noiseless MIMO system cancels interference if
GkHkWk = Id and GkHkWj = 0 for j 6= k.

All vector spaces participating in the MIMO system are equipped with nat-
ural bases: for symbol spaces, the coordinates in the base are the symbols them-
selves; for antenna and user spaces, the coordinates in the base are values on
antennae (either transmitted or received). We will denote matrices of linear maps
in MIMO system in these bases by the same letters W,H,G. This notation co-
incides with the standard matrix description of MIMO system.

3 RCZF Precoding

Definition 2. Set of precoding maps Wk is called Reduced Channel Zero-

Forcing (abbreviated as RCZF) if there exist matrices Vk such that

– Vk = BkHk for some Bk;
– VkWj = 0 for j 6= k;
– rkVkWk = rkWk = dimSk = pk.

We will refer to matrices Vk as reduced channel matrices. In particular, usual
zero-forcing is obtained if Bk = I, and Vk = Hk are whole channel matrices. A
less trivial example is given by EZF [21]), which determines Bk by the following
procedure. Write SVD decomposition of channel Hk = UkSkVk. Then Bk =
I ′S−1

k U−1
k , where I ′ =

(

I|0
)

, so that Vk is the upper cut of Vk. Precoding itself
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is calculated as pseudo-inverse of concatenated matrices Vk, which is one of
possible ways to satisfy conditions of RCZF.

Let us make another important remark on the definition of RCZF. Instead
of usual zero-forcing relations such as HkWk = I or, more realistically, HkWk is
non-zero diagonal, we make a weaker requirement on the full rank. This is done
for the general case when the number of layers for the user k (i.e., dimSk = pk),
is strictly less than dimVk (i.e., the dimension of the reduced channel). This
happens, for instance, if the number of layers is strictly less than the number of
user antennae (i.e., dimUk = qk), and we do full zero-forcing with Vk = Hk.

Hk t× qk (64×4) channel matrix of user k
Vk t× pk (64×2) layers matrix of UE k

Bk pk × qk (4×2) reducing channel to layers, i.e., HkBk = Vk

Wk t× pk (64×2) precoding: V ∗
k Wk = I, V ∗

i Wk = 0 for i 6= k

Ak pk × qk (4×2) transmitting matrix, i.e. Ak = H∗
kWk

nk qk (4) external noise
n′, n′′, n′′′ qk (4) normalized independent noise vectors

xk pk (2)-symbol vector sent to UE k

yk qk (4)-symbol vector received by UE k

Gk pk × qk (2×4) detection matrix
Rk qk × qk (4×4) noise covariance matrix
Lk qk × qk (4×4) external noise power matrix, i.e., nk = Lkn

′
k

Ω qk × qk (4×4) noiseless covariance matrix
Table 1. The algebraic notations used in the work and the typical matrix dimensions.

To avoid confusion, we will choose Bk (and, respectively, Vk) as maximal re-
duced channels corresponding to some RCZF precoding. For example, a usual set
of zero-forcing matrices Wk is obviously a zero-forcing some non-trivial reduced
channels V ′

k, but we still choose Vk corresponding to this RCZF to be Hk.
We are now ready to formulate the main result.

Theorem 1. Interference Cancellation Condition. 1) In the noiseless MIMO
system interference cancellation can be achieved only if the set of precoding ma-
trices Wk forms RCZF; 2) In this case, detection maps Gk such that interference
is cancelled, exist; 3) These maps are unique, provided that rkBk = rkWk.

The last condition is indeed practical, since RCZF condition rkVkWk = rkWk

implies rkBk > rkWk, and we would usually like to choose Bk as small as possi-
ble to satisfy fewer restrictions posed by VkWj = 0 for j 6= k (these restrictions
decrease effective transmission power).

We will now see that Theorem 1 is surprisingly tautological. For the first
statement, suppose that a noiseless MIMO system cancels interference, and take
Bk = Gk. Then RCZF conditions follow immediately from interference cancel-
lation.

For the second statement, denote kerBk = Tk ⊂ Uk. Then, as VkWj =
BkHkWj = 0 for j 6= k, we have ImHkWj ⊂ Tk. Denote ImHkWk = Pk ⊂ Uk.
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Since rkVkWk = rkBkHkWk = rkWk, image ofHkWk is transverse to the kernel
of Bk, i.e., Pk ∩Tk = 0. Now choose Gk|Tk

= 0, Gk|Pk
= (HkWk)

−1 (this inverse
is defined properly on Pk), and the rest of detection map arbitrarily in case Pk

and Tk do not generate Uk.
For the third statement, observe that subspaces ImHkWj ⊂ Uk generate

the whole Tk. This is due to Bk chosen in the maximal way — otherwise we
could replace it by B′

k ⊃ Bk such that T ′
k = kerB′

k ⊂ Tk is generated by
ImHkWj . Now, since rkBk = rkWk, we have dimTk + dimPk = dimUk = qk,
so Uk = Tk ⊕ Pk, and Gk is uniquely determined on both Pk and Tk. Therefore,
it is uniquely determined on Uk.

4 Detection options

In this section, we assume that precoding is RCZF and condition from the
third statement of Theorem 1 is satisfied, i.e., rkBk = rkWk. Furthermore, we
assume that VkWk = I (which means that after establishing reduced channels
Vk precoding is obtained by taking pseudo-inverse, like in EZF).

Existence and uniqueness of suitable detection maps Gk established in the
previous section is purely theoretical for now. In real-time MIMO systems, the
user must be able to calculate Gk from the information it is given (this informa-
tion is provided by reference signals). To be more precise, we know neither all the
maps participating in MIMO system, nor even those concerning us directly —
Hk and all of Wj . What the k-th user does know (with decent precision), though,
is the transmitting matrix Ak = HkWk and total covariance of the noise given
by the formula

Rk = Hk





∑

j 6=k

WjW
∗
j



H∗
k + LkL

∗
k,

where noise nk = Lkn
′
k with n′

k = N (0, 1). Sometimes Lk is far from I because
this “white” noise may also contain inter-cell interference. Nevertheless, when
we say that external noise tends to zero, we mean that ||Lk|| → 0.

In this notation, one of the widely used receivers, namely, MMSE-IRC de-
tector, is given by the formula:

Gk = A∗
k(AkA

∗
k +Rk)

−1.

Theorem 2. Interference Cancellation of MMSE-IRC. In the noiseless
MIMO system with RCZF precoding, MMSE-IRC detector coincides with the
unique interference cancellation detector. In a noisy MIMO system if ||Lk|| → 0
the interference is also cancelled.

Proof. For the first statement, we observe that AkA
∗
k +Rk = Hk(

∑

WjW
∗
j )H

∗
k .

Denote this matrix by Ω, so that Gk = A∗
kΩ

−1. Though Ω depends on Hk, we
do not add index to emphasize that inner sum is taken by all k. It is important
to remark that, for Ω to be invertible, or, equivalently, rkΩ = dimUk = qk, we
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require at least qk layers in total. Otherwise, as we can see from the formula,
Ω is decomposed as a sequence of linear transformations passing through <qk-
dimensional vector space. Of course, this condition is almost always satisfied (for
example, it is so whenever we have at least 2 users with 4 antennae and 2 layers
each).

We need to prove that, in the notation of previous section, Gk = Bk. Indeed,

Ak = HkWk = Hk

(

∑

WkW
∗
k

)

V ∗
k = ΩB∗

k ,

since Wk = WkW
∗
kV

∗
k , while WjW

∗
j Vk = 0 for j 6= k. Therefore,

Gk = (ΩB∗
k)

∗(Ω)−1 = Bk,

since Ω is self-conjugate.
For the second statement, the final formula changes to BkΩ(Ω+LkL

∗
k)

−1 =
Bk(I + LkL

∗
kΩ

−1)−1, and the limit equals Bk again.

We proceed to show that other widespread detection methods, namely, gener-
alised LSE and QR-MLD, also cancel interference in MIMO system with RCZF
precoding when the external noise power tends to zero. In particular, the limit
of all these detecting techniques is the unique interference cancellation obtained
in Theorem 1. In the following formulas, we omit the index k for convenience.

Proposition 1. Let F and G be two self-conjugate operators on Hermitian
space V satisfying ImF ∩ImG = 0 and ImF⊕ImG = V . Then (F+λG)−1|ImF

does not depend on λ 6= 0.

Proof. Observe that (F + λG)(kerG) = F (kerG) = ImF . It follows from the
fact that kerF ∩ kerG = 0 and kerF ⊕ kerG = V which, in its turn, is the
consequence of ImF ⊥ kerF and ImG ⊥ kerG. This bijection ϕ : kerG → ImF

clearly does not depend on λ. It follows that (F + λG)−1|ImF = ϕ−1 also does
not depend on λ.

Proposition 2. In the noiseless MIMO system with RCZF precoding, the gen-
eralized LSE detector A∗(AA∗ + λR)−1 does not depend on λ 6= 0.

Proof. We have ImAA∗ = ImA = Pk ⊂ Uk as in Theorem 1. Similarly, ImR =
Tk ⊂ Uk, as we saw in the proof of the third statement of Theorem 1. Since
Pk ∩ Tk = 0 and Uk = Pk ⊕ Tk, we are in conditions of Prop. 1, and (AA∗ +
λR)−1|ImAA∗ does not depend on λ. Observe that kerAA∗ ⊕ ImAA∗ = Uk and
kerAA∗ = kerA∗. We have two projections π1 : Uk → kerAA∗ and π2 : V →
ImAA∗, and for any v ∈ Uk we have π1(v) + π2(v) = v. Decomposing

A∗(AA∗ + λR)−1(v) = A∗(π1 + π2)(AA∗ + λR)−1(v) =

= A∗π2(AA∗ + λR)−1(v) = A∗((AA∗ + λR)−1ι2)
∗(v) =

= A∗((AA∗ + λR)−1|ImAA∗)∗(v)

— does not depend on λ. The third equality is true due to (XY )∗ = Y ∗X∗

and π∗
2 = ι2, where ι2 : ImAA∗ → Uk is the embedding.
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Thus, we can see that generalized LSE detector also cancels interference in
the limit.

We will now describe QR-MLD process. Its main feature is being symbol-
wise, adjusting itself during intermediate steps (and therefore non-linear), but
we will see that it is irrelevant in the consideration of interference.

First, the QR-MLD finds a square matrix Lk such that LL∗ = Rk (Cholesky
decomposition, for instance, allows doing just that, though it is worth noting
that the matrix L with this property is not unique and may be replaced by
any LU with U unitary). Then the received vector in Uk may be rewritten as
HkWksk + Ln′′, where n′′ is normalized and independent noise.

I.C. (Th. 1)Generalized LSE

SINR → ∞

Prop
. 1,2

Prop
. 1,2

1

0

λ

Fig. 2. Detection limits and interference cancellation.

The next and the main step of QR-MLD is to perform the QR-decomposition
of matrix L−1HkWk = QR (here Q is unitary, andR is upper-triangular). It is at
this moment when we face the main complication, namely, if Rk does not contain
external noise part LkL

∗
k at all, then its rank is strictly less than qk, and there is

no way we can use L−1. Unable to deal with a simplified scenario, we introduce
small Lk to make L invertible and study its behaviour when ||Lk|| → 0 as
previously. After establishing Q and R, QR-MLD detector extracts the diagonal
part Rd of R = Rd +Ru and uses R−1

d Q∗L−1 as a first approximation of Gk.
Applying this matrix to the received vector, we get:
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R−1
d Q∗L−1(LQRsk + Ln′′) = R−1

d (Rd +Ru)sk +R−1
d n′′′ =

= sk +R−1
d Rusk +R−1

d n′′′,

where n′′′ = Q∗n′′ is again normalized independent noise. The second sum-
mand applies strictly upper-triangular matrix R−1

d Ru to sk and, thus, we may
unveil sk symbol by symbol starting from the end and subtracting the upper-
triangular term. The third summand,R−1

d n′′′ which represents the effective noise
after detection.

To conclude, the non-linearity of QR-MLD detection comes from symbol-
wise discretization of the decoded vector, which is then plugged in the formula
to find the rest of the symbols. It means that we can speak of linear part of
QR-MLD detection, which is equal to R−1Q∗L−1, and the difference between
actual QR-MLD and its linear part tends to zero if the error itself tends to zero.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.

Proposition 3. In the conditions as above, when λ → 0, generalized LSE de-
tector A∗(AA∗ + λR)−1 → (A∗R−1A)−1A∗R−1.

Proof. Using matrix identities, obtain that

A∗(AA∗ + λR)−1 = (A∗R−1A+ λI)−1A∗R−1,

and take the limit λ → 0.

Proposition 4. The linear part of the QR-MLD detector is equal to

(A∗R−1A)−1A∗R−1,

provided that external noise is non-zero (so that R is invertible).

Proof. We have QR = L−1A ⇔ A = LQR, where R = LL∗. Substituting this
into (A∗R−1A)−1A∗R−1, we get R−1Q∗L−1 which is equal to the linear part of
QR-MLD detector.

Theorem 3. Interference Cancellation of QR-MLD. In the noisy MIMO
system with RCZF precoding, as ||Lk|| → 0, the limit of QR-MLD detector co-
incides with the unique interference cancellation detector.

Proof. Substituting λ = 1 in formula A∗(AA∗ + λR)−1, we get MMSE-IRC de-
tector which eliminates interference with zero noise as was shown in Theorem 2.
By Prop. 2 this is also true for arbitrarily small λ. By Prop. 3 and Prop. 4, this
is also what QR-MLD achieves.

The structure of our detection investigations is summarized in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of Single-User to Multi-User Spectral Efficiency for MMSE-IRC and QR-
MLD detection matrices assuming Zero-Forcing precoding.
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Fig. 5. Multi-User Spectral Efficiency for MMSE detection matrix assuming Zero-
Forcing (ZF) and Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) precoding matrices.

5 Experiments

To support theoretical research, we conduct several important experiments.
The goal of these experiments is to show the sufficiency and necessity of The-
orem 1 on practical examples. We used the Quadriga simulator [12] to create
channel matrices. We draw all figures depending on average user Single-User
(SU) SINR (db).

Firstly, we study interference cancellation property of the QR-MLD and
MMSE-IRC detection matrices and Zero-Foring (ZF) precoding matrix in Fig. 3.
This figure plainly demonstrates interference cancellation for precoding of Re-
duced Channel Zero-Forcing (RCZF) class (2). It shows the ratio between Single-
User (SU) and Multi-User (MU) Spectral Efficiency. And therefore, by definition,
when this ratio approaches unity, interference between users is cancelled. The
successful inter-user interference cancellation using the proper precoding and
detection matrices experimentally proves the sufficiency of Theorem 1.

To show experimental evidence of the necessity, we investigate the case when
the conditions of Theorem 1 are violated. In Fig. 4 we take the Maximum Ratio
Transmission (MRT) as a precoding matrix out of the RCZF class (2). We added
ZF precoding from the RCZF class for comparison with MRT. Additionally, QR-
MLD was chosen as a detection matrix. In Fig. 4 we study the dependence of
MU SE on SU SINR value. The value of MU SE grows using the ZF precoding
when average SU SINR tends to infinity. In this case, the system only encounters
negligible white noise. Unlike it, precoding that does not belong to the RCZF (2)
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class (we took MRT for instance), does not eliminate interference. The power of
interference increases in this case. In Fig. 4, we can see that MU SINR for MRT
precoding approximates its limit denoted by black dotted asymptote.

Limit of spectral efficiency also appears in the last comparison in Fig 5. In
this experiment, the usual MMSE receiver is used instead of its MMSE-IRC
counterpart. In conclusion, we would like to add that these experiments support
the statement that only the combination of both precoding from the RCZF
class (2) and generalized LSE detection (cf. Prop. 3 and Fig. 2) class yields
complete interference cancellation.

6 Conclusion and Future Direction

The bulk of results discussed in this paper is demonstrated in Fig. 2 and can
be summarized as follows. As SU SINR tends to infinity, there exist a unique
linear detection cancelling inter-user interference in noisy MIMO scenario. Inter-
ference cancellation property can be achieved by combining RCZF precoding W

with any detections G belonging to the family of Generalized LSE as well as
MMSE-IRC and QR-MLD. These techniques exhaust all the possibilities for in-
terference cancellation in MIMO systems, which is crucial for constructing new
precoding and detection methods. As the main focus of this work is analytical
study of interference suppression in Massive MIMO system using RCZF class of
precoding, we assume the base station has perfect channel measurements and
neglect all other potential hardware impairments. Nevertheless, noise robustness
to given measurements keeps the current results asymptotically correct and will
be carefully considered in future work.
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